CHAMPIONSHIP NEWSLETTER No. 3 – 2020
While the BTRDA understands the disappointment shared by both competitors and organisers, it fully endorses
the action taken by Motorsport UK in suspending the issue of event permits between now and the end of April.
It also appreciates that, as the goalposts keep moving in the fight against Coronavirus, this period may
subsequently need to be extended.
The BTRDA Rally Committee is in contact with the event organisers and we will make announcements about the
2020 MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series, Motorsport UK English Rally Championship supported by Seacon UK and
the MRF Rally Challenge just as soon as the situation become clearer. We will continue to provide information
and updates via our websites www.btrdarally.com and www.englishrally.co.uk and via our Facebook and
Twitter feeds.
THE MALCOLM WILSON RALLY
MRF TYRES BTRDA GOLD STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
PETCH PRESSES ON!...
Twelve months ago, Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson were forced to retire from the Malcolm Wilson Rally, the
second round of the MRF Tyres BTRDA Gold Star® Championship, having suffered a similar enforced early bath on
the opener in North Wales. Fast forward to 2020 and, having put the Cambrian disappointment to bed with a
resounding victory, the Championship leaders consolidated their position in the Lake District with a second
consecutive maximum score. However, when and where the next opportunity to push home their advantage will
present itself is currently filed under ‘TBA’!...
Dylan Davies/Llion Williams put up a spirited
performance in their Skoda Fabia to take 3rd in Gold
Star and move to within a couple of points of Martyn
& Dawn England (Fiesta R5), who finished just outside
the Top Ten, in the BTRDA Rallye R5 Cup. Newcomer
Rory Young rounded off the day with fastest BTRDA
time on the final stage in his Fiesta and narrowed the
gap between himself and Davies/Williams to a mere
handful of seconds.

Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson 1st Overall

Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy achieved some
spectacular results in their Lancer EVO9 when it was
contesting the BTRDA Production Cup but, now the
car is free of its Group N shackles, new horizons have
opened up for the crew. 6th fastest through Comb was
their slowest time of the day and they arrived back at
the understandably low-key finish in Newbiggin less
than half-a-minute behind Petch - more than enough
to move into 2nd place in the race for the Gold Star
crown as we approach the enforced break.

Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy 2nd overall

in the same manner, reversing the order on the
Cambrian and leading to a tie at the top of the points
table.

Dylan Davies/Llion Williams 3rd overall

On their first BTRDA outing of the season, Tom
Preston/Carl Williamson took their ex Charlie Payne
Fiesta to a Top Ten finish while the car’s original
owner, accompanied by Patrick Walsh (Fiesta WRC),
registered his second consecutive DNF after sliding
off the road and ending greasy side up! They were
joined on the list of retirements by Sacha
Kakad/James Aldridge whose Fiesta R5 lapsed into
two-wheel drive mode in Wythop, Ian
Bainbridge/Dale Bowen (Fabia) who also failed to
reach the end of the stage, and Hugh Brunton/Paula
Swinscoe whose hopes of opening their R5 Cup
account were dashed when their own Fiesta lost a
wheel on the opening stage.
While Russ Thompson’s run to Class B13 honours
was, nevertheless, impressive, a couple of the other
expected front-runners were forced to leave him to it
as the day wore on. George Lepley/Tom Woodburn
surrendered 10th place after SS4 when electrical
gremlins with their Lancer EVOX were responsible for
a very rare retirement. For their part, Ian
Joel/Graeme Wood’s participation in the event was at
an end at roughly the same point in the opening stage
as Brunton/Swinscoe when their Escort Cosworth left
the road...
BTRDA PRODUCTION CUP
AS YOU WERE!...
The Lancer EVO9s of the two main protagonists in this
year’s BTRDA Production Cup, Scott Faulkner/Steve
Link and Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence, started the
Malcolm Wilson Rally two places apart and finished it

Scott Faulkner/Steve Link 1st Production Cup

All three Fiesta STs on the entry list in Cumbria also
went the distance, with Jonny Sproat, Callum Hughes
and Bobby Mitchell finishing with less than two
minutes between them. However, each was posting
their first score of the campaign but, even so, the
Lancer crews know that any errors on their part could
still prove very costly!
MRF TYRES BTRDA SILVER STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
A FRIEND IN NEED!....

Ben Friend/Cliff Simmons’ 1st Silver Star & Historic Cup

Ben Friend/Cliff Simmons’ assault on the MRF Tyres
BTRDA Silver Star® Championship and the BTRDA
Historic Cup began badly when their Escort’s gearbox
gave up the ghost in Penmachno on the Cambrian. So,
keeping the faith, Ben’s three-day camel trek(!) from
his home in Suffolk up to Dovenby was rewarded with
maximum points in Class H3 and both Silver Star &
Historic Cup. What a difference a day makes!

BTRDA RALLYE R2 CUP
PAYNE’S GROWING CONFIDENCE!...

Andy Davison/Tom Murphy 2nd Silver Star

Championship leaders after the opening salvo, Andy
Davison/Tom Murphy were never far behind the
Escort in their Talbot Sunbeam VXR, finishing 35s
adrift but consolidating their lead in the process. Rob
Wright, whose journey from Whitehaven would not
have proved so stressful as that of the winner, was 3rd
with Mark Fisher in his Escort, while indulging in a
game of ‘Snakes & Ladders’ has proved detrimental
to the challenges of Perry Gardener/Andrew Sankey
(Fiesta R2 - mechanical) and David Gathercole (Escort
RS1600 - in ditch). Both led their respective
categories after visiting Llandudno but, following the
Malcolm Wilson Rally, have some work to do if they
are to restore their superiority....

The BTRDA Rallye R2 Cup was responsible for fully
10% of the entry on the Malcolm Wilson Rally and,
from that group, it was Harrogate’s Elliot Payne (a
surname not unfamiliar to seasoned BTRDA Rally
Series watchers!) and Michael Gilbey who showed
the other nine the way home in their Fiesta. This
result more than made up for the DNF on the
Cambrian and it was the turn of the winners on that
occasion, Perry Gardener/Andrew Sankey, to suffer
the ignominy of retirement....

Elliot Payne/Michael Gilbey 1st R2 Cup

Ewan Tindall/Andrew Roughead were next, behind
Payne/Gilbey, and move into the lead of the Cup,
while English Rally Championship sponsor Tony
Simpson, aided and abetted by Ian Bevan, was 3rd.
Mat & Tim Tordoff were another crew to come back
from a DNF on the Cambrian to take 4th, while Zak
Hughes’ Renault Twingo also posted its first finish of
the season with 5th.
BTRDA BRONZE STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
JORDAN’S JACKPOT!...

Rob Wright/Mark Fisher 3rd Silver Star

Baz Jordan/Arwel Jenkins’ return in the former’s
Hillman Avenger faltered when its propshaft broke
and Nigel Cay/Fred Roberts’ Chevette HSR got up
close and personal with another competitor after
going off on SS3.

Richard Jordan (MG ZR) notched up his first maximum
points score in the Fuchs Lubricants BTRDA Bronze
Star Championship in Cumbria while Chris Row, codriving for 2014 1400cc Champion Mat Smith (Proton
Satria), came out at the top of his class on the day,
leaving James Gratton-Smith (Jordan) in 2nd. Nigel &
Karen Jenkins (Vauxhall Nova) and Aaron Rix/Rob
Cook (Ford Escort) also featured in the results, with

consistency putting the latter crew to the top of the
table after the first two events.

Meanwhile, having not completed the Cambrian
Rally, Simon Double/Jessica Mitchell (MG ZR) had to
wait until the Malcolm Wilson for the chance to open
their account in the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally First®
Championship which they did in fine style by keeping
Joseph Keen/Paul Barbet’s similar car a safe distance
behind them!

Richard Jordan/James Gratton-Smith 1st Bronze Star

Richard Garnett/Rob Gilham (Nissan Micra) claimed
Class 1400C while top dogs on the Cambrian, Dominic
Hodge/Stefan Arndt departed the fray after their
similar car left the road in Greystoke.
Bronze Star Championship leaders prior to the start
of the Malcolm Wilson, Chris Powell/Jim Lewis put
their Talbot Sunbeam off into a waterfall on Grizedale
North, causing the driver to be hospitalised
overnight. We all wish him a speedy recovery and
trust that, whenever the BTRDA Series restarts, he’ll
be able to restart with us.

Nigel & Karen Jenkins 2nd Bronze Star

Another 1400 Championship crew to grace the
‘Retirements’ list was that of Dave Brick/Rob
Woodhouse whose Vauxhall arrived at the end of SS3
on three wheels - not an unusual sight with this pair
when in full flight but unfortunately, in this instance,
the fourth one was nowhere to be seen!....

Aaron Rix/Rob Cook 3rd Bronze Star

TINDALL TOPS THE TABLE!
The MRF Tyres Mixed-Surface Challenge took to the
stages once again on the Malcolm Wilson Rally and,
having had to share top billing after the opening
round with Pat Naylor (Lancer EVO9), another good
run from Ewan Tindall (Fiesta R2) has seen him move
into sole occupancy of the No.1 spot. He is now a
couple of points in front of Naylor but their respective
co-drivers, Andrew Roughead and Ian Lawrence, are
still tied at the top of their own table.
Tony Simpson/Ian Bevan (Fiesta R2) executed a
successful entry into the race to become the
inaugural MRF Tyres Mixed-Surface Challenge
Champions. BTRDA Silver Star winners on the day,
Ben Friend/Cliff Simmons (Escort) are also on their
way, along with the RF 2.0 MG ZR of Simon
Double/Jessica Mitchell.
Two Manx drivers are contesting the MSC (it finishes
with a double-header on the Douglas-based

PokerStars Rally in October) at the wheel of a pair of
Lancer EVOs. Maxx Bradshaw scored well on the
Cambrian but was forced to retire from the Malcolm
Wilson, while the exact opposite happened to Steven
Ormond-Smith - perhaps they can both finish an
event next time!

IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN!...
The Motorsport UK 2020 English Rally Championship,
in association with Seacon, began on the Malcolm
Wilson Rally. As ever, with a class-based series, at this
stage of the proceedings there will be a number of
joint leaders who will all have to wait for the season

to move forward in order to try and press home any
advantage. So, with the initial skirmish now behind
them, Ben Friend (Escort MkII), Russ Thompson
(Lancer EVO9), Richard Jordan (MG ZR), Stephen
Petch (Fiesta WRC) and Elliot Payne (Fiesta R2) share
top billing. Championship sponsor Tony Simpson currently 11th= in the points - will be hoping to elevate
his Fiesta R2 into the Top Ten next time out!
The original calendar contained six gravel rallies but,
amidst the current difficulties surrounding
Coronavirus, the organisers of the second round - the
Kielder Rally originally scheduled to take place on 25th
April - have been forced to postpone it. We’ll keep
you updated with developments, as and when we
have them.

CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS: Competitors to check!
A full list of all the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series points after the Malcolm Wilson Rally can be found in the
Competitor section of www.btrdarally.com Likewise a list of MRF Mixed Surface Challenge points after the
Malcolm Wilson Rally can be found in the MRF Challenge section of www.btrdarally.com and the Motorsport UK
2020 English Rally Championship, in association with Seacon UK points can be found at www.englishrally.co.uk
These points will become final on Monday 30th March.
BTRDA Historic Cup
On each round of the BTRDA Rally Series there will be a prize fund of £500 with the highest placed BTRDA Historic
Cup driver receiving £250, the 2nd placed driver £150 and the 3rd £100. At the end of the year the overall BTRDA
Historic Champion will be presented with the prestigious AC de Monaco Trophy at the BTRDA awards ceremony.
The prize winners on the Malcolm Wilson Rally were: • Ben Friend
£250
• Steve Ward
£150
QUESTMEAD BONUS SCHEME
The winners of the Mintex Awards on the Malcolm Wilson Rally, each of whom receive a FREE set of competition
brake pads from Questmead Ltd, are: Improvement on Start No: 1400’s/Rally First: Richard Garnett – Nissan Micra (Class 1400C)
Improvement on Start No: Gold Star/Silver Star: Steven Ormond-Smith – Mitsubishi Evo 7 (Class B13)
Steve or Alan Brown from Questmead can be found in the Service Area at most events but to claim your reward,
please contact them in advance on 01706 363939.

JUNIOR DRIVERS
The Install Automation Ltd Junior Drivers award provides a £2,500 prize fund for a leading BTRDA Junior Driver to
be used for entries to events in the 2021 BTRDA Rally Series. The winner will be chosen by the BTRDA Rallies
Committee from a short-list of the three drivers with the highest total points score in the 2020 BTRDA Junior
Championship. The 3 leading drivers after Round 2 of the 2020 season are: • Ewan Tindall 34 points
• Robert Wilson 33 points
• Fraser Anderson 29 point
FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
RALLYNUTS STAGES RALLY – 18th APRIL - Postponed
Round 3 of the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series was to have be the Rallynuts Stages but this event has been
postponed due to the Coronavirus epidemic. www.rallynutsrally.co.uk
KIELDER FOREST RALLY – 25th APRIL - Postponed
Round 2 of the Motorsport UK 2020 English Rally Championship supported by SEACON UK was to have been the
Kielder Forest Rally, but this event has also been postponed due to the Coronavirus epidemic.
https://kielderforestrally.co.uk
CORBEAU SEATS TENDRING & CLACTON RALLY – 25th / 26th APRIL – Cancelled
This closed road event was to have be Round 3 of the MRF Mixed Surface Challenge, but this event has been
cancelled due to the Coronavirus epidemic and will run again in April 2021. http://corbeauseatsrally.co.uk
75th SCOTTISH Rally – 6th JUNE - Cancelled
Round 4 of the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series and MRF Tyres Mixed Surface Challenge was to be the 75th Scottish
Rally but we have learnt today that this event has now been cancelled. www.scottishrally.co.uk
We will update you on the format of the revised championships once this unprecedented period of uncertainty
has ended
DECALS
Competitors are reminded that they must display the BTRDA Rally Series decals on every qualifying event to be
eligible to score points in the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series, MRF Mixed Surface Challenge and the Motorsport UK
2020 English Rally Challenge supported by SEACON UK. These include a sponsor panel on each side of the car and
a championship screen strip which must be displayed on the windscreen, not on the roof. Checks will be carried
out to ensure compliance with this! Decals are available from the BTRDA desk at event signing on. NB: Not carrying
a screen strip may also exclude the car from any film coverage.
Co-drivers with non-registered drivers must carry 2 x BTRDA club decals on the car.
TYRES
In the MRF Rally Challenge and the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally First Championship it is a requirement that MRF tyres
are used throughout the event and checks will be made to ensure compliance with this requirement. MRF Tyres
/ Service and Sport will be at all events to provide tyre support to competitors. See www.serviceandsport.com for
more information about the extensive range of MRF competition tyres.
ON EVENT FUEL
Vital Equipment are the recommended fuel supplier for the BTRDA Rally Series and will be providing a re-fuel
service at all the events. They supply both a Motorsport UK compliant Super Unleaded fuel and a FIA spec Carless

turbo fuel. We strongly emphasise the convenience, safety and organisational benefits that using the Vital
Equipment facility brings to competitors.
To order your fuel please use the on-line order facility listed in the Competitors section of the BTRDA Rally Series
website. www.vitalequipment.co.uk/pages/btrda-rally-series-fuell-order-form
SPECIAL STAGE filming
The popular coverage of the MRF Tyres BTRDA Rally Series by ‘Special Stage’ from all rounds of the championship
will be shared on various platforms including our BTRDA Rally Facebook page and BTRDA Rally Series website. It
will try to include coverage of all the categories / classes where it is practical to do so, in order to tell the story of
the event, and some of the online coverage will be split into shorter packages and released separately.
The BTRDA Rally Series website also has videos from all the BTRDA Rally Series events since 2014.

Jonny Sproat/Pete Johnson 1st ST Trophy
Simon Double/Jessica Mitchell 1st Rally First

Paddy Naylor/Ian Lawrence 1st Mixed Surface

Richard Garnett/Rob Gilham 1st 1400C
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